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We review the status of physical models of memory and explore

different propositions of using cellular automata and related

models for pattern recognition tasks, for associative, content
addressable meürory and for the classification and the parallel
processing of structured data sets.
1. Inrnoouclttot'r

1.1. What is memory?
There are many living systems, like the central nervous system, the immune
system, economico-social systems, etc., which show some common features as
a. They consist of a very large number of highly specialized components,
b. They are able to respond to an enormous variety of stimuli, some never
experienced before;

c. They are cooperative systems in the sense that their responses seem to be
quite insensitive to local perturbations or damages;
d. They are able to learn, store, and manipulate a large amount of information which is not "genetically" determined and is lost with the death of
each individual,

e. Each part of such a system has the ability to distinguish between seif and
the outside world.
physics
If
is to be considered more as a way of thinking rather than being the
science of the dead matter, then the assumption that these complex systems have
sortle uniuersal underlying functional principles Ieads naturally to the application
of statistical physics and field theory. We shall discuss here only one of the
features exposed above, the question of memory. As a general definition we might
say that memory is the ability of a system to react to a given situation (instance)
on the basis of its past experience. This definition emphasizes the active röle of
rnemory and goes beyond the notion that merrory is a passive response to the
environment. Nevertheless, in most physical models of associative memory one
sirnply retrieves stored key patterns, without taking into account the general
context within which they are interpreted. Accordingly, we shall work with
more specific definitions appropriate to the particular aspects of memory being
discussed.
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There is no space - and no need - to give in this review a complete enumeration of the fast expanding number of models with memory abilities, since good
books [Kohonen, 1987] and reviews fSompolinsky, 1987; Amit, 1987; Hogg and
Huberman 1988; Clark et al, 1985] are already available. Our aim is to present
the main idea around much of the current activity is revolving, to point out the
common points of the different approaches, and to guess their chances against
natural selection. Given my physics background I have to apologize in advance
to the numerous authors whose relevant works will not be mentioned here. As
Mark Twain put it, the key to success is confidence and ignorance.

1.2. Ässociativitg Learning, and Ädaptation
Let us call a Content Addressable Memory (CAM) a system able to retrieoe
a learned pattern when presented with sorne fuzzy input. In a mathematical
formulation retrieval means that the dynamics will lead to a stored key pattern.
It has been also suggested that recognition happens via a grand,m.other neuron,
which represents a small group of neurons, firing only when a lot of specialized
detectors have identified a class of features, say your grandmother. In this case
it is not the key pattern which is retrieved, but the attractor corresponding to
the key pattern. In this sense this type of memory mechanism is better cailed a
classifier systerrr.

Learning is strongly associated to perception: usually it means a slow training
process during which the interactions between neurons are changed. The particular rnechanism of these changes are largely unknown, for even the widely
accepted synaptic plasticity hypothesis does not have a firm experimental proof
fRose, 1988]. The training of units is usually done before the actual tests are
performed. In some cases rnodifications of interactions are also allowed whenever
a pattern is presented ar'df or recognizeci. Some rnodels even require learning
(and forgetting) to be part of the retrieval process.
A fuzzy pattern is a slightly distorted key pattern. The degree of fitzziness can
be given as the distance between the two patterns. The most common metric

is the Hamming distance, the fraction of unmatching neuronal units. Ad,aptable
systems are expected to build their own metric when repeatedly exposed to a
given environment: then a completely new - but typical - entry shall be correctly
classified.

L.3. Continuous vs. discrete models
Much is actually known about the structure of single neurons fChangeux, 1982].
The effect of postsynaptic excitation is to induce the firing of an impulse going
down the axon and is possibly modulated by other synapses attached to the
axon. The neuron needs a refractory time to regain again its firing ability.
Synapses excite or inhibit the neuron via neuroreceptors, some synapses even
produce both effects at the same time. A neuron seems to have a high level of
synaptic noise and it is assumed that they behave as simple additional threshold
units. A simpler description is obtained by assuming that from a functional
point of view a neuronal unit might fire (n; : 1) or not (n; : 0) [McCulloch and
Pitts, 19431. Throughout this article we shall be concerned with units described
in terms of discrete variables, rather than continuous ones. This need not be a
strong limitation: lattice models display a very rich behaviour and appropriate
coarse graining procedures lead us back to continuous variables. Probably a
sinqle neuron is a much more complex object than an additive threshold unit or
a discrete variable. It is not clear today how this local complexity affects the
macroscopic properties of a neuronal net.
The article is organized as following: in the Section 2. we provide some preliminary examples on the methods used in statistical physics for the calculation
of ground states of spin modeis by using the linear programing and the trans-
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fer matrix m.ethod. We also mention a list of models with very complex phase
diagrams. In the following Section we discuss cellular automata and their relation to statistical physics. llhe transfer matrix approach provide a common
methodological and interpretational tool for both fields. Different properties of
homogeneous and random cellular automata are briefly summarized and results
obtained with a cellular automaton preserving (and recognizing) the topology
of an initial configuration are presented. In Section 4. different variants of
neuronal network models are discussed and recent resulis summarized. These
models include the Little - Hopfield models, projection methods and general
asymmetric rnodels storing random patterns. Section 5. deals with cellular automata like feed-forward layered structures. For sequential dynamics we give a
general scheme of constructing cellular automata rules providing a set of desired
attractors and discuss some implications of this approach. The effect of hidden
units and internal degrees of freedom are briefly discussed. Section 6. closes this
review by some comments on the present problerns and the possible avenues of
solving them in future.
2. SrATrsrrcAL PHYSTcAL

Molrls

2.1. Calculating ground states in lattice spin models
The linear programing method
describes the interaction between some lattice variables. Consider Ising-type variables, sr: +1
interacting with an external field and with nearest neighbours. For example, in
one-dirnension, the energy is

In statistical physics one deflnes an energy functional which

E: -J Drr",+t - HDtn
nn

(2.1)

Define by p+ the probability that a spin points up, where y'y'1 is the
;f:L +
number of spins pointing up, N is the total number of spins. Likewise, the
probability of having a nearest neighbour pair of spins pointing up is defined as
p++ : ,. tr,, etc. In terms of these probabilities, the energy per spin will
"9L,.#t,
have the
following form in the thermodynamic limit N + oo:
E
: -J(p++ * p__ - p+_ - p_+)
"=;
Flom elementary probability theory one has
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and since in addition p+-: p-+ only two parameters, say p-; and p-- are independent. All pararneters are probabilities € 10, 1], so
oS

and

p+'p-- 51

Q.aa)

0<2p+-1+p--<1

(2.4b)

0<1-p+-p--<7

(2.ac)

The minimization of the energy (2.2) subject to the conditions (2.4a-c) is a
typical optimization task which can be solved using the method of linear proglamming [Papadimitriou and Steiglitz, 1982]. The extrema of the energy 6 are
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The triangle correspond,ing to the allowed. ualues of the probabilities

p--

py

and

given by the vertices of the conoez polgtop defined by the constraints (2.4a-c) in
the space ofthe independent variables (p+, p- ) -see Fig. 1.
Only the three states

.

1.p+-0, p---I
(ilt1, )
2. p+ : L, P--: o
(tTtf ,. . .)
(1J1J,...)
s. pr :1, p__:o
can be ground stafes. Note that until now oniy the range of interaction, the
symmetries of the energy, and trivial probability identities have been used! The
actual phase diagram is obtained by matching the energy of different phases".
Phases corresponding to the corners of the unit hypercube do not have common
boundaries. At points where the energy of different phases are equal ("multicritical points") one has a multitude of configurations with the same energy. The
Iinear programing rnethod is quite powerful and can be extended to low temperatures, as shown in the contribution of W. Selke lSelke, 1988]. In some nonBravais lattices the linear programing method "fails" - as shown by Kanamori
[Kanamori, 1984] and using a simpler method by Villain fVillain, 1986] - walis
separating different domains might form lattices (a triangular lattice, for exampte) which can be dilated to an arbitrary extent by the change of the externai
field.

TYansfer

matrix method

Another method for the determination of ground states is the transfer matrix
method [e.g. Derrida, Pomeau and Vannimenus, 1978]. In statistical physics one
has to calculate the partition function, defined as

z :Le-pE({E})
(2.5)
{4
If the interactions are short ranged, at least in some particular direction, i, so
that .E : DiE(i,t + 1) the calculation of Z can be reduced to the calculation of
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the largest eigenvalue of the transfer matrix T4;;,"1;+r;
Z

:Ill
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e-ßn(;,;+t)

: rrrx -

tfl
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eE(i'i+l)'
(2.6 )

{"-r}

where lg is the largest eigenvalue of T. The transfer matrix is taking into account
the interaction between layer i and layer i+7, E(i,i*1) and the product in (2.6)

can be interpreted as adding interactions layer by layer. The € : pj1 - (T + 0) corresponds to the following algorithm: consider the first layer and
calculate its ground state. The second layer is added by taking into account
only the leading elerrrents (Boltzrnann-factors) of the transfer matrix in the limit
0 - * and so on. This allow for the construction of the ground state energy in
a recursive way. To make the matter more clear, let us take again the simple
example of Eq. (2.I): E(i,t+1) : Ks;si11++E(ti*r;+r). At finite B the transfer
rnatrix is

, -- (":-.': :;:4

(2.7)

: PJ, h : BH. If J > H > 0 T is proportionalto the unity matrix. If the
first spin is up, all successive spins are up. If -J > E > 0 T is the skew-diagonal
unit matrix (the a'Pauli-matrix), so starting with the first spin up the next
one is down, up, down, etc., creating the antiferromagnetic ground state. The
transfer matrix method has been applied recently to quasiperiodic one dimensional models iluck, 1987; Godröche, Luck and Oriand, 1986] which exhibit an
infinity of ground states and also to continuous models with cornplicated phase
diagrams [Chou and Griffiths, 1986; Marchand, Hood and Cai116, 1987].
At this point it seems worth mentioning that it is quite possible to use the form
of the energy (2.7) in order to make some "mean field" type approximations, for
example, by assuming that the mean field "energy" depends only on one-particle
probabilities, like p+. A systematic improverrrent of this approach is possible,
with sorne truncation scheme for the long range or multispin interactions.
where K

2.2. Physical models with many phases
In this paragraph we would like to mention a few spin models with many phases
and to shortly explain the mechanism for creating such complicated structures.
One class of rnodels involves long range convex antiferromagnetic (repulsive)
interactions and short range ferromagnetic (attractive) intera,ctions (see in this
volume [Levy and Mercier, 1988]). A general proof that such models have an
infinity of commensurate phases has been given by Aubry fAubry, 1978], a simplified treatment was given by Bak and Bruinsma [Bak and Bruinsma, 1982].
Consider the following energy functional

E:J D niA(li- jDry-HD,n, />0
i
t,j+i

(2.8)

ni are binary variables ni:0,1 and the repulsive interaction
A(n+1)*A(n-7)>2A(r). An example is a power like function,
A(c): r-a. If the field is small, all variables will assurne the value 0 (empty

where the variables

Ä(z) is convex:

lattice). As the field is increased, sorne periodic structures emerge: the simplest
of them have unit cells with n - 1 empty sites followed by one occupied site.
Denote such structures by <n>. More complicated structures occur through a
process of "dirnerization", for example, between the phase ( n ) and < ?z+1>
a new structure, lnrn* 1>, is formed by the "concatanation" (dimerization)
of the two elementary cells. This argument can be made more precise and the
process of dimerization can be shown to continue ad inf,nitum, The change of the
total coverage on such a phase diagram shows an infinite number of discrete steps
and is pictorially called a "devil's staircase". Typical examples of models with
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such interesting behaviour are Frenkel - Kontorova models and other models
with continuous variables and competing interactions fAubry, 1978; Burkov,
1e851.

A second class of models is formed by spin models with axially competing interactions. Such are the Axial Next-Nearest Neighbour Ising model [for a review see
P. Bak, 1982 and W. Selke, 1988] chiral clockmodels [Ostlund, 1981; Huse, 1981]
and continuous magneto-elastic models fMarchand, Hood and Caillö, 1987] . In
these models the interactions are short range but not convex. The rnechanism
through which a plenitude of phases occllrs is now due to the competition between the energy and entropy. Heating up the system frorn 7 : 0 introduces
thermal noise which weights differently the equienergetical configurations alIowed near a multicriticai point. This entropy difference leads to the stabilization of different commensurate phases at low temperatures. As recently pointed
out [Shaw, Silverman and Pearson, 1985], such a mechanism might well apply
to neuronal networks. The idea that thermal (or other) noise might induce order*(stabilize commensurate phases) is very attractive from a biological point of
Finally, we mention a third large class of models with random, competing interactions. In these models (called spin-glass models) repulsive and attractive interactions are randomly distributed according to some given distribution. These
models have many ground states (in generic spin glasses the number of ground
states is an exponential of the numbers of spins) and even more metastable
states. This type of models has been widely used recently fHopfield, 1982] for
CAM purposes.
To see how such a rich number of phases arise in disordered systems consider
again the one dimensional Ising model of Eq.(2.1) but now suppose that the
exchange coupling .I is randomly distributed from P(J) -- p6(J -Js)+(l-p)6(J+Js).
If the external field is zero we can repeat the minirnization procedure using
two types of transfer matrices (for.-/g and -Js). One obtains a succession oi
clusters consisting of up spins and down spins, delimited by some "walls", When
increasing the external field long clusters of down spins might turn up. The
Ioss in exchange energy is proportional to the surface of the cluster: 2 ends
: change of. 4J0, while the gain is 2nH, n is the length of the cluster. Thus,
whenever 4Jg : 2nII , n integer, a macroscopic number of clusters turns around
(phase transition). The model has again an infinity of phases characterized by
the longest cluster of down pointing spins. In higher dimensions the mechanism
is somewhat different but the fact remains that the introduction of competitive
randomness leads to the creation of a hierarchical structure of clusters forming a
heterogeneous phase called spin-glass. This mechanism is again attractive from
a biological point of view, especially since the presence of "noise generators" is
well established in the central nervous system fChangeux, 1982] The spin-glass
problem is a very tough one and although the mean field theory is by now solved
[Parisi, 1980a,b,c1 M6zard et aJ., 1984], the short range models are still not fully
understood. One may try to go one step in between complete homogeneity and
complete disorder. A quite popular class of models studied in physics are models
with quasiperiodic energy functions. These models are better suited to analytic
work than the fully disordered ones but still retain a lot of interesting properties.
In biology, computer science, etc. one is interested in models with many phases,
which, however, are robust against thermal, chemical, etc. noise. In physics
this is expressed as saying that the dimensionality of the phase must be above
its lower critical dimension. The interesting behaviour occurring in the ANNNI
model and in spin-glass models happens for dimensions at least equal to three.
In many instances mean field techniques can be valuable tools, especially if one
allo'ss long range interactions.
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Cellular automata consist of discrete dynamic variables (spins) defined on the
lattice sites of discrete space-time manifolds. The iime evolution of such systems
is given in terms of dynamic rules which obey causality and involve - in cases
of practical interest - a local neighbourhood of sites only. From the time of
their invention by J. von Neumann and S. Ulam [Neumann, 1966; Codd, 1968;
Burks, 1970] until now, cellular automata have provided a conceptuaily simple
but flexible frarnework for modelling dynamic systems with many degrees of
freedorn in biology, mathernatics, computer science, and physics.

Fig. 2: Part of a s{luare lattice in

space and,
comespond,ing to u:; is hashed,

time. The range of the interaction

Consider for simplicity a square laitice (Fig. 2) where the c-direction is the
g-direction is the time. The configuration of the cellular automaton at time I is given by the state of the variables (spins) si : 0, \,2,...,q * I
defined on the lattice sites of a row. Dynamic rules are imposed such that every
spin ("child")
* 1) at time I * 1 and site i is set independ'ently of all others
"';(.t
as a function involving
only the previous time I values of the spins ("parents")
,f 1, ,f , sl*r at neighbcuring sites i -!, i, i + 1. These rules can be given in a
concise way through the conditional probability uti:
space and the

Tu;(s;lsf

q-I
r, "1, sl+r);

I

t'(s;lsl-1,r1,"1*t;

Given the distribution of the configurations at time
for time I * 1 is gi','en by

R({4, r + 1) : PE({4, r) :
The stochastic matrix

:

1

(3.1)

st=0

t, R({st},r), the distribution

E (lI ,,,).R({sl}, t))
{"'} '

(3.2)

(L;Pti: t) P is very similar to the transfer matrix; they

are both non-negative, real matrices. The implications of this analogy have been
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discussed elsewhere [Rujän, 1987]. An interesting point is that all cellular automata can be interpreted as statistical physical systerns on a space-time lattice
obeying constraints following from the normalization condition (3.1). Therefore,
many ((static" properties of statistical mechanical models can be translated in
the language of cellular automata.

The theory of automata is considering mostly d,eterministic rules, meaning that
u; might assume only the 0,1 values. Therefore, every given configuration has
an uniquely defined successor. However, some configurations may lead to the
sarne successor, so the trajectories will merge on sorne special class of configurations, called attractors or ualleys. A finite automaton must enter sooner or later
a periodic cycle.
Many cellular automata algorithms are known for synchronizalion, pattern recognition and similar tasks fVollmar, 1979]. Since T\rring machines can be
mapped into cellular automata, some cellular automata are able of universal computation fSmith III, 1971; Banks, 1971]. Von Neumann proved that
arnong such cellular automata one can find in addition some which also "reproduce" themselves (universal constructors). Automata can easily recognize
one-dimensional strings, draw pigmentation pafterns, simulate cardiac dynamics, etc. [Wolfrarn, 1986; PhysicaD22, 1984)
New results have been obtained recently for the Kauffman model of cell differentiation [Kauffman, 1969] - or random boolean networks. In this model one
has N spins, which are updated simultaneously according to
s;(t +

i) :

F*(t;,r, s;",

..

., sio)t

(3.3)

where every spin s; has exactly & inputs from spins ("ir,...,s;r) and .F'; is a
Boolean function (,F-: +1). Initially the input spins of s; are chosen at randorn
and a particular function Fp is also chosen at random from all 22Ä possibilities and
thereafter are quenched. This model has two phases, a "frozerl' phase, where
the distance between two initial configurations converges (k lZ) and a"chaotic"
phase, (k > 2), where this distance diverges in the I .+ oo limit. This transition
is also reflected in the average cycle length, which change from a power in N to
an exponential in N. An interesting point made by Derrida and collaborators
fDerrida, 1937] is that if the probability that a given site appears only once
in a typical tree of ancestors is one, then the model can be treated as if the
input sites and the corresponding rule would be independently chosen at each
time step (annealed approximation). This idea was later applied to asymmetric,
diluted neuronal networks fDerrida, Gardner and Zippelius, 1987].
The problem with - and the advantage of - random automata is that their behaviour can be analysed only in average: one does not have much control over
a particular, small network. In some instances one might wish to have a handle on some properties of the system by changing the value of some "quantum
numbers" left invariant by the dynamics. In the following example we discuss
such an approach, a cellular automata which is able to perform some interesting
tasks by design.
Example: A cellular autorraton which knows topology
Consider a square lattice. The center of an elementary square is black if it is
occupied and white when it is ernpty. Two sites are connected if they have a
common edge, a cluster is formed by one, two, or more connected sites. The
clusters may contain Ioops, the loops other loops, etc., as shown in Fig. 3.
In Fig. 4 we show how one may constructs the dynamic rules for an automaton
recognizing the topological aspects of some initial configuration: one takes a
3 x 3 window: the center spin can be changed only if the connectivity of the
visible 3x3 lattice is not changed. One has in total 28 possible probabilities u;
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Fig. 3: A few examples of clusters and loops on the square lattice: 1 and, 2 are
connected, 1 and. 3 not; 5 is a loop not connected' to l

- some of them are deterministic, some are at our disposal. some examples ale
shown in Fig. 4.

w'm

'ffi ,ru
Fig.

/:

The elementary window of the topological CA: 1. The center must remain
The center must retnain 1. y'. The center spin can be reset w'ith
some probability. 2. A cluster is id,entified,. 5. A loop is id'entif'ed

0. 3.

Call the rule "take av/ay a variable whenever it is possible" the "take" tule,
accordingly, one has an "add" rule. In Fig. 5a we show a configuration which
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was generated at random: each site had the probability 0.55 to be set. One can
see some clusters, loops, etc. - but it would be quite difficult for you to cou.nt
their number (could it be that our brain dislikes randomness ?l).

Fig. 5a: The i,nitial random configuration p:0.55

Next apply the "take" rule: the loopless clusters are reduced to one site, the
more complicated ones are also reduced, but do not fit within the 3 x 3 window.
Nevertheless, we are now much better at recognizing what is connected to what
- this simple filtering might be even thought as an abstraction process. The
sequential algorithm we used needs 8 steps to get the Fig. 5b. (A nine,sublattice

parallel algorithm also does it.)
Next, all Ioopless clusters are counted - there are 108 of them - and then eliminated. Note that by overlapping Fig. 5a and 5b one can also determine which
were the original loopless clusters. The simplest object which can be now detected are most inner loops: Inverting from the '(take" rule to the ,' add" rule,
every possible site is filled and the centers of the most inner loops become a
single white square (our picture Fig. 5c is a negative one).
Again, the loops are counted (there are 19 loops), filled up, the rules are inverted
again, etc., until nothing remains. Not exactly: if our original square had periodic boundary conditions, then when the initial probability po ) pc - 0.592,
suddenly a ne'w kind of loop appears. This loop wraps around the torus geometry implied by the periodic boundary conditions and cannot be eliminated
by the previous rules. It corresponds to the appearance of the so-called infinite
cluster, spreading across the sample. This phase transition is called percolation
transition and is a continuous one fStauffer, 1985].
Obviously our simple algorithm is able to distinguish between different topologies. If writing would have been invented well after the letters had to be curved
in wood or stone, we might have had the chance to define the letters to have
different topologies: our machine would have been able to read any ',fuzzy,,
handwriting except when connectivity rules are not obeyedl
other interesting features appear when playing around with some optimization
problems. Suppose some cities are placed at random in this square (one might
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Fig. 5b: The conf,gurat'ion
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obtained, after applyi,ng the "take" rule

Fi,g. 5c: Negatiue of configuration after "ad,d," rule. The litile blaclc squares are
centers of most inner loops

call them also cells). We want to connect all the cities with a very short path.
We take an initial configuration with all squares occupied and take out the
center square - in this way we create a cluster with a loop. Nc'w the "take" rule
is applied gradually: the probability to take a site - except for the cities - is
slowly increased. Some steps are shown in Fig. 6a-c. The final cluster is shown
in Fig. 6d - the route is not really very short, but it seems acceptable.
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Fig. 6a-d: Slow cooling of a configuration with

4a

f,ced, "cities"

The main problem is related to the fact that the cluster has also some "Iegs", not
only a "belly". Changes in the 512 rules might improve further the situation.
Finally, I would like to speculate on some possible applications of such algorithm
to parallel computing. Suppose that one constructs a system which uses the
two-dimensional lattice (or "retina" ) only as support, there are other units
connected to each elementary square (for example registers, gates, etc.). To be
concrete, suppose one would like to make in parallel the operatior (o + ö) x (c +
d). Every ordered data set has a given hierarchy, usuaily represented as a tree
graph, or equivalently, by Venn diagrams fKrishnamurthy. 1985]. In our case
a and ö are at the same level with c and d. One possibility is to use as many
"retina" as different levels of hierarchy. Thus one starts at the lowest Ievel with
a two-dimensional topological CA and one inserts in a black see two elementary
loops, whose registers contain a and ö, the others' c and d. The programming is
complete by setting the "operation modules" to addition on the first level and
multiplication on the second (one can also imagine a structure where e';.ery level
CA is able to perform at each site only a given operation). Now the ',add" rule
is initiated on the first (basic) layer: whenever a white site is set, its register
content is added to one of its white site neighbours. When the computation
reaches a fixed point, the remaining one-site loops are merged together into the
secc,nd layer, where the multiplication is performed in the same way. At a given
level one stores only simpie loops, separating units of higher level than the ones
present within the loops. The loops can eventually be inflated randomly, so
that they would have very thick walls. In this state the memory would be quite
insensitive to local noise, when bits flip independently with some probability p.
Some kind of "dynamic maintenance" is also possible by using majority rules.
However, if p ) p6, the critical percolation probability, the topological structure
is destroyed. Much more thinking remains to be done if such schemes are to
work in practice. Nevertheless, they have the right flavor: a parallel system
with highly standardized parts but performing quite different tasks.
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NEÜRONAL NETWoRKS AS CONTENT ADDRESSABLE MEMORY

In this Section we briefly describe different models for CAM, which use singJ"e
layer units for retrieving key patterns. In all models we shall use N spin variablessl:t1. Arnodelhasthreecomponents . structure, (thet<;naof interactions
allowed between spin-variables), d,gnamior , and the learning ralec (how to choose
the interactions in order to recall a given group of key patterns). The study of
a given model is concerned with questions regarding the storage capacity (how
many different key patterns can be stored in such a network), the information
capacity , the effect of noise on the storage capacity (robustness), the size of the
basins of attraction of different key patterns, the number of iterations needed
to obtain a typical retrieval, etc. Different variants able to store time-ordered
sequences fKohonen, 1987; Peretto and Niez, 1986a; Sompolinsky and Kanter,
1986] patterns invariant under symmetries transformations lLee et aJ., 1986; Bienenstock and von der Marlsburg, 1987; Kree and Zippelius, 1987; Chen et ai.,
1986] are also under active investigation. In what follows we discuss some basic
models and mention some of their variants, as well as their main properties.
Denote Av {i"}!,q the key patterns, where i':
Gi,...,e"il. Usually neuronal
networks are modilled with continuous variables. In the high gain limit, however) one can go to occupation variables rti: 0r1 or to spin variables si : +1.
In most cases the spins are supposed to interact via two-spin interactions ../;,i.
If the {,; : Ji.; the rnodel lnas symtnetric interactions, otherwise the interactions
are asynimetiic. if key patterns are to be retrieved even if they are translated,
rotated, etc., one has to introduce more complicated interactions, like three,
four spin interactions, etc. [Lee ei aJ. 1986], symmetric interactions one may
define atl energy functi,onal of the form:
E

: -D [,2],4"1- ; "rj,r1]r,n,rs] + ...
i,j
i,j,k

(4.1)

where .I(t)
n-spin interactions. Although not necessarily biologically sound-,
"reof an energy has the advantage that standard statistical mechanical
the existence
methods can now be used. The main idea is to associate key patterns with the
ground states of E: construct -E such, that its ground states are the desired
patterns (and possibly no other ground state exists). We have seen in Section II.
that the ground states are in principle determined through the linear programing
method. The inverse procedure (called "(free)energy landscape gardening") is
by no means trivial. Storing a single pattern is simple: Jt,j: ü.tj, which is just
another way of writing a ferromagnetic interaction by using the gauge symmetry
of the energy. Hebb fHebb, 1949] proposed a generalization of this rule:
T. .

J, { ,rr,

"z,J - N / ,-\t:J

or in trra-ket notatiorr

{4.2)

p,

J:# \-1-t\ lft

\/
/\s /rl

I

(4.3)

u=7

For orthogonal patterns obeying

-\ sirtiP
t\ '*

r .lf

t,,r
*Leitl:
lt i=l

(4.4)

the Hebb rule ensures that every pattern fz satisfies the condition

Ee): -ff/0,

vu

(4.5)
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and possibly they are also ground states of the system. Hopfield [Hopfield, 1982]
rrade the observation that the Hebb rule is useful also for random patterns: in
this case the overlap between two patterns is not strictly zero, but proportional
to N-i. Thus the sum over all patterns different fton ( gives a correction
-i1
of (ff)z
for large enough p and /y'. This simple argument gives the correct
scali,rg for the maximal number of stored random patterns as (p*, : a1/) if
one allows for small distortions in retrieval. The number of perfectlg storable
patterns is N/2 InN for large N [Weisbuch and Fogelman-Souli6, 1985]. When
applied to multispin interactions, it predicts for ,b-spin interactions the relation
rrA-1
n^o" - ffi
fPeretto and Niez, 1986b; Gardner, 1987]. Ai low temperatures
the patterns are well recognized if a 1 a" for relatively small disturbances. If
d < a1 the patterns are also ground states of the energy (+.f) (o1 < a.).
The Hopfield model has been generalized from different points of view, a general
analysis for learning rules of the type:
,0,,

: #otiotiliei to) +

(4.6)

e;,1

where A;,i are random variables with unit average value, (;,i is local white noise

has been presented by Sompolinsky fSompolinsky, 1987]. The formulation in
terms of an energy functional has some obvious advantages:
- due to the additive character of the learning rules patterns can be stored
one by one,

- the storage is robust against local noise and thermal fluctuations.
From trq. (4.3) it is obvious that the Hebb-rules define the J interaction matrix

as a projection matrix. In more general cases, when the key patterns are linear
independent but not orthogonal, the J matrix can still be decomposed in terms
of a biorthogonal basis ., ffliB )- 6o,9 as

r: iJ
i t1:#
< F',l€',>
D

r|"

e7)

{p} "te the key patterns. The calculationof the vectors {y'/} is done
via the pseudo-inverse
rnethod fKohonen, 1987; Personnaz, Guyon and Dreyfus,
1985; Diederich and Opper, 1987] or, in a slightly different form, by
The vectors

F

: C-'{,

C

p,u

:1 {'1(

>

(4.8)

corresponding to the energy functional [Kanter and Sompolinsky,

E(.i

:

I . u't+ ,

*+,

i- o,(
"-: v='J.

+ Er

1e871

(4.e)

The interpretation of these equations is simple: every vector s-has a component
lying in the space spanned by the key patterns and has a component perpendicular to it. The energy (4.8) corresponds to the distance between d and the
key pattern subspace : it is zero only if .i is a key pattern (the probability of
having a linear combination of key patterns also obeying the condition that its
elements are l:1 is negligible). Local learning rules are also known for this case
fDenker, 1986].
Dynamics

In models where the energy functional is provided (symmetric interactions) the
dynamics is defined as usual: one spin flip sequential Glauber dynamics obeyirrg
the detailed balance. Given enough time the iteration process will lead to the
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equilibrium Boltzmann distribution, provided the low lying eigenvalues of the
Liouville-operator are not exponerrtially degenerate. This later case occurs in
random, frustrated models, for example in spin-glass models, where the ground
state is not reached even by very long runs fBinder and Young, 1986]. Thus it
might be of some interest to start directly with dynarnic rules. Little ILittle,
1974; Little and Shaw, 1978] has proposed cellular automata - type parallel
dynamics, without an associated energy. The dynarnics follows the general rules
of the CA-dynamics discussed in Section III: all spins are set independently at
each time step according to the transition probability ta;(s;lst). At T:0 one can
write
(4.10)
s;(t1r):sen(h;-0;)t
h : D J4si(t)
J

where d; is some threshold (external field), and ä; is the "internal field" acting
on s;. At finite temperatures one has
s;(t + 1)

: -(";ls/(l)) :

esilh,(st(t))-0;)
2 cosh(h;

-

0;)

:

"s;(h;-l;)-f(st)

(4.11)

In a previous work [Rujän, 1987] we have shown that for a one time step parallel
dynamics with only one (threshold) and symmetric two spin interactions between
different time layers it is possible to define an energy functional:
E(4 -- !

ln cosh(h.;(i)

i

- 0)

(4.\2)

Note that this expression for the energy involves all possible 2N -l interactions
between the spins, from which only $ are independent. From the point of
view of dynarnics one can define stored patterns as being fixed points of the
dynamics with a non-vanishing basin of attraction. For non-symmetric two*spin
interactions obeying the spherical rule !; l?,i : N. Gardner lGardner, 1987]
and Derrida and Gardner fDerrida and Gardner, 1987] have calculated recently
the number of fixed points with a non-zero basin of attraction in the space
oI independent, asymmetric couplings {-!.;}'s. The maximal number of stored
palterns depends on the distribution of the patterns: for uncorrelated random
pattern is at rnost p - 2N, giving the maxirnal inforrnation capacity as S :
l)t p;lnp; : 2N2Inz.

Other approaches, which take more closeiy into account the asynchron features
of neuronal excitation mechanisms have been proposed lCarpenter anci Grossberg, 1987; Horner, 1987]. The main observation is that the larger the internal
field trying to flip a spin, the faster the spin flips. A practical dynamic rule
taking this feature into account is to flip always the spin with largest negative
internal field
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5. LAYERED AND AUToMATA.I,IKE STRUCTURES

A ciifferent approach is advocated by some biologists fHoffmann, 1986] - especially in connection to mernory effects in the imrnune system - and computer
scientists trying to generalize the idea embodied in Perceptrons [Minsky and

Papert, 1969; Ackley, Hinton and Sejnowsky, 1985; Rumelhart and McCleiland,
1986]. This architecture has layered structures with adaptive elements. The
main conceptual difference is that now a stored pattern does not have to be
recalled "bit-by-bit" : it is enough if a characteristic output is activated. These
outputs are regarded as attractors* of the system. Learning means here that
by changing some internal variables different inputs are canalized into the same
desired outputs. If the system is large enough and is taught long enough, it
is hoped that the basin of attraction of the outputs will somehow reflect comrnon features of the learned inputs and will recognize them in any further input
presented to the machine.
A layered version of the Hopfield model has been introduced and solved by Domany et aJ. [Domany, N{eir and Kinzel, 1986; Domany and Meir, 1987] quite
different approach has been proposed by Huberman and Hogg fHuberman and
Hogg, 1984, Hogg and Huberman, 1985], Hinton et aJ. fHinton, Sejnowski and
Ackle;r, 1984] , Shaw et aJ. [Shaw, Silverman and Pearson, 1985], etc. For example, the architecture considered by Huberman and Hogg consists of automata
with an internal degree of freedom, which works as a lateral inhibitor acting on
the slope of neuronal response: see Fig. 7. The inputs are added and passed
through a simple threshold unit, whose slope depends on the internal variables
M,,i displaying lateral repulsion (inhibition): if the nearest neighbour outputs
on the sarne row have larger (smaller) output values the value of M is decreased
(increased). The system produces a large numbers of attractors ancl is used
in speech recognition fHuberman and Hogg, 1985] and for the classification of
outputs of a motion detector in presence of noise fKeirstead and Huberman,
re86l.

The feed-forward layered structures consist of a layer of input units, a middte
layer of so-called "hidden units", and a layer of output units. During training
the connections bet.leen hidden units and the input-cutput layers is tuned in
such a way, that when the input spins are set to some key pattern values they
provide a desired output. A "back-propagation" algorithm is designed to change
iteratively the connections as a function of the distance between the desired and
the obtained outputs. Layered models are generalization of Perceptrons and
have been shown to be able of computation, of recognizing symmetries, etc.
[Sejnowski, Kienker and Hinton, 1986]. In Fig. 8 we present a simple layered
machine operating in "grandmother neuron" mode. The nurnber of hidden units
must be at least equal to the nurnber of key patterns. The first hidden unit couples to the i-th input unit with the strength (o1, tt second one with strengths
"
tl, etc. Every hidden unit feels an internal field equal to the overlap between
the configuration presented on the input layer and the key pattern it represents.
If now one assumes lateral inhibition between the hidden units, corresponding
to repulsive interactions - only the unit with the largest overlap will fire. With
properly defined links between the hidden units and the output units an arbitrary output can be associated to any stored key pattern.
This type of "overlap" machine is very good at recognizing noisy patterns, but
is rather sensitive to damages of the hidden units.
x The term attractor refers to an output obtained after running the system
for a very long time. We use this notation Ioosely here, since the systems in
question run only a few time steps.
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Fig. 7: The "Prism" architecture of Huberrnan and Hogg: inputs are

taken lrom
nearest neighbours: outputs are generated us'ing the internal uariables M as
the slope of o, sigmoid-type function of the sum of inputs. The M uari,ables

interact oia lateral inhibi,tion (broken li.nes)

Inprrt Units
.t

0ucrlap calculation
.t

Hidclen Units

Si:5

Lateral inltibii.ion
J

Hicld,tn Units
[n.p u t - O ul.p

ul. tntn

s

I

atio rt,

Outprrt

Fig. 8: A Perceptron-like feed,-forward structure with laterally inhibiting hidden
units. Tl'e top layer receioes the input, the fi,rst laEer of hid,d,en units cal-

culates the ouerlap uith their own "key" patterns. The nect laEer of hidden
units stores the ouerlaps suruiaing the inhibitory interac'tions. Finallg, the

outputs related, to

o,

giaen hid,d.en unit are actiaated,

The trion model of shaw et aJ. fshaw, 1988] represents a slightly different ap-
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proach: it considers homogeneous cellular automata rules for an s; : 0, 11 three
state model with two-time step rules. Because of competing interactions in the
time direction, a large nurnber of cycles and different temporal - spatial patterns
are expected. By changing the paraneeters of the system the basins of attraction
of different attractors are increased (decreased). When the basin of attraction
of a particular pattern becomes very large, the pattern is said to be recognized.
This approach to memory difers from the "free energy landscape gardening"
one in rnany respects:

- The system is defined dynamically, in general no energy functional exists,
- Instead of having independent randorn connections, the system has originally homogeneous competing interactions leading to a large number of
attractors.

- Learning is understood as a time

dependent process during which the basin
of attraction of a particular pattern is enlarged by changing the strength of
particular couplings. It seems reasonable to think that the basic structure
of our brain is genetically inherited: the space of what one could and what
one could not learn is set from birth [Gouid, 1982; Marler and Terrace,
I984] - learning and recognizing correspond to motion in this large "phase
diagram" by changing a few paranneters of the network. The model of the
immune system of Hoffmann fHoffmann, 1986] brings this philosophy to
an extreme: here not even the couplings are allowed to change, the only
control over the dynamical system is done through the initial conditions.

Let me finish this short iist by mentioning another unorthodox approach. Bergman and Kerszberg fKerszberg and Bergman, 1987] assume that learning can be
dead serious: they suggest that an evolutionary process might be more effective
than a strenuous training period: anyone involved in teaching would agree with
this point of view. They start with populations of machines whose structure
is given (the machines are automata with variable inhibitory - excitatory links
between successive layers, all links being the same on a layer but changing from
layer to layer) and submit them to tests like recognizing translational invariance,
scale invariance, etc. Applying a computer assisted natural selection prograrn,
they were able to find (rnany) machines performing the given tasks - but were
not able to understand how the machines are actually doing it - a paradigm
for artificial intelligence going too far. The idea of working with interacting
populations is a main ingredient of Jerne's network theory of the immune system
fJerne, 1973] and seems to play an important also in other approaches, Iike
the classifier system fHolland, 1986] and for solutions of difficult optimization
problems [Brady, 1985; Rujän, 1988] . In the next subsection we try to unify
these idea in a compact mathematical description.

A dynamic approach to memory models
Consider a sequential time developing operator such that any initial configuration
will fall into the key pattern with which it has the largest overlap (CAM). This

operator has two components, a linear one and an extremely simple non-linear
one. It is useful to think of the linear operator acting in the 2tr dimensional
space of all possibie configurations as consisting of a non-diagonal kinetic term
and a diagonal potential term.

E:K*V

(5.1)

Note that in the lrr ljz > ...lrn > direct product basis all patterns are orthogo?
nal to each other < €'l€P >: D II < tiltl >:6p,2. Unlike in the usual models, the
key patterns are stored here as a single linear combination of slightly smeared
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patterns:

vo:f

o

o,sJolt'k€iii'k€i

G.2)

v=1

where Jg is a large constant and i1,1, are some couplings (t1) fixing the u-th
pattern (for example nearest neighbour couplings {l{u).
The next step is to define the dynamics (the kinetic term): suppose one has
single spin flips, so the kinetic term is

k:L"?

where

i

""f

("): /(-")

(5.3)

Learning rules are required: the question is how to choose ü(fl such that V6 is
the ground state. A simple calculation gives the answer:

v(ü:

Eo

*

D, or"Jo(I,r,n

D,

si

ii,1"si-2s;Dx ji,r""x)

areJoD;,* "i ii't"L

(5.4)

The Perron-Frobenius theorem ensures that for a finite automaton the ground
state 1116 is not degenerate - so all other energy levels must be less than -86.
Starting from an initial configuration a simple iteration should fall into the
component of the ground state with which it has a maximal overlap, assuming
that the overlap between the key patterns is not very large. It would be desirable
to push down the energies of the excited states since a strongiy degenerate
excited state might slow down considerably the iteration process.
This general approach is not very practical: the function V(.i) is not local and
in principle involves all possible 2N interactions between the spins (interesting
enough, the rnore symmetries are imbedded in the patterns, the more this number is reduced). In addition, the computational load is very high. From the
discussion given above we expect that in order to store I[ (random) patterns
one needs roughly 1y'2 free parameters. Instead of the exact solution for ü on"
rnay start with a potential of form

vtrtatl4:D-;

I D.J,)

i

ui ate sorne functions of the spin i and a few of its neighbours (- 2hrr11
of them). The to; functions contain all possible interactions between these spins
as free pararneters to be obtained by minimizing the expression
where

mln

u

< vo]f, *yt'i"tlvo >
< üolüo >

(5.6)

and possibly also higher moments of < Hn ), rL ) 1. For engineering applications
one rnay constrain the functions ?ri to boolean functions - then a larger number of
neighbours is needed in tr;. The minimization procedure becomes then extremely
difficult: checking whether a desired output has a non-empty basin of attraction
corresponds to the famous satisflability-problem, which is NP-complete fGarey

and Johnson, 1979].

Suppose that one way or another the learning procedure has been completed.
The system is presented with some input, which is processed by applying first
the linear operator 11. As a result one obtains a linear combination of ff + 1
different patterns (the operator is very sparse). In usual Monte Carlo procedures one picks at random one of these configurations, and the procedure is
repeated many times. We propose that instead of following the life history of
a randomly chosen configuration, one keeps a typical population of patterns.
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Then a non-linear transformation ,5 can be performed by simply squaring the
r.o.ultipiicities of the different configurations after each iteration. Together with
a proper norrnalization, this algorithm assures that the key pattern whose over1ap with the initial configuration was the largest one will dominate after a few
steps the population:
(.s

H )" rl,o

:

6

H )"

L

"nv

n

:I

nl"+l

-2.7;*,

(5.7)

Therefore the eventually large overlap with some excited state Ür, n ) 0 is supin energy, while within üs the difference in the initial
overlap force the iteration into the right key pattern. A new - and necessary feature of this algorithm is handling in parallel a popula.tion of patterns rather
than following the time history of a single pattern.
The same arguments can be used when the purpose of the network is to associate
given classes of inputs to given outputs: classif,cat'ion. Mathematically, one has
to solve a generalized eigenvalue equation:
pressed by the difference

f1Vn

-

Esfqs

(5.8)

: rlro is the output state. One can call
? an "input-output translation operator". The CAM dynamics is recovered if
the inputs and outputs are identical - ? is the unity operator. tlhe variational
where now ü6 is the input state and fVo

problern changes then into
m1n

u

<

.Iolr-1Ft'i"llüo
< Volüo >

>

(5 e)

6. Cor,rclusrorvs

We conclude with a few specific and some general remarks. There are three
main area of scientific interest related to the study of memory:
a. The understanding of how the particular system - brain, immune system,
economic system, etc., - functions;
b. The construction of "intelligent" parallel machinesl
c. Most models of mernory are quite intricate and interesting in their own
right: quantitative results are usually hard to obtain and thus very valuable.

People who have actively contributed to this field have quite different backgrounds. The models and the methods used for their study are thus necessarily
different and reflect their speciflc interest. Sometirnes this leads to misunderstandings: biologists would give quite valid arguments against what they might
perceive as intolerable simplifications of the reality, physicists will undoubtedly
prefer models as simple as possible, while people interested in constructing chips
would like to stick with logical gates and automata-like structures. The author
is not convinced that biologically relevant models must be also easier to solve
or even that they have greater technological potential.
Spin-glass like models of associative memory have been the focus of an intense
activity recently. A common feature of these models is that the stored pat+erns
are random patterns. Many techniques borrowed frorn the spin-glass physics,
like replica-tricks, etc., have been proved valuable in obtaining a lot of interesting analytical results. One possible objection is that a highly uncorrelated
environment does not help the evolution of the brain: otherwise it would be very
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difficult to understand why dolphins did not outperform humans in this respect.

In addition, it is not clear whether this type of models will be very useful for

practical purposes, although the highly dituted models fDerrida, Gardner and
Zippelius, 1987] seern quite reasonable. All this said, the Hopfield-type models
already provide a good framework for asking concrete questions about learning,
forgetting fToulouse, Dehaene and Changeux, 1986], the röIe of sleep [Hopfieid,
Feinstein and Palmer, 1983], etc.
Projection methods and other associative memory models based on linear algebra seern to be more apt at storing correlated patterns. When local learning
rules are also defined, these simple rnethods are amazingly powerful. Nevertheless, they are also questionable from a biological point of view.
As expected, for practical applications in computing Perceptron-like architectures with hidden units seem to perform best. However, it would be fair to say
that our brain is probably functioning according to other - largely unknown principles.
It is striking to notice that in many physical systems with short range competing interactions one may find a very large number of ground states: moving
across such a rich phase diagram requires only the change of a single continuous
parameter. Compare this with the extreme plasticity required in a Hebb-type
model: one has to assume that after learning 1y'2 couplings are somehow stored
unchanged for a long period of time. An almost regular structure is easier to
generate genetically and the region of the parameter space to be searched can
be easily influenced by the change of some giobal parameter. In this respect it
would be important to explore from an experimental point of view what are the
tasks our brain cannot perform: this would contain much needed information on
the inherited overall functional structure of the brain.
A hierarchically organized structure has also many advantages, such models
have been already proposed iDotsenko, 1985; Feigel'man and Ioffe, 1987; Parga
and Virasoro, 1986]. It would also allow for storing an exponential number
of patterns. Another useful idea is the use of evolutionary strategies: why
shouldn't nature use at microscale a strategy so successful at the macroscale?
Isn't it possible that during perception we follow in parallel many similar but
not identical interacting patterns, leading nevertheless to a very well defined
result

?

Our understanding of basic principles does not have to ultimately come from
the slavish imitation of nature, as suggested by some approaches in which the
problems are expected to disappear once one puts together a sufficiently large
number of neuron-like units. Trying to construct a machine which flies might
teach the survivor more about aerodynamics than studying the fine structure of
bird feathers. The brain is the result of a long evolutionary process and as such
rnust be understood also in light of its history. Let us be patient.
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